September 12, 2017

Black Box Enables Enterprises to Embrace the Intelligent Edge to Accelerate Digital
Transformation
Leveraging unique capabilities to design, deploy and manage at the Intelligent Digital Edge
PITTSBURGH, Pa, Sept. 12, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Black Box (NASDAQ:BBOX), The Trusted Digital Partner for
enterprises across the globe, today announced an expansion of its services portfolio. The company's robust services
portfolio of end-to-end solutions for IoT, digital retail and smart offices, enables enterprises of all sizes and across all
industries to accelerate digital transformation to improve operational efficiency, revenue, customer experience, and product
innovation.

The digital edge is a key component of digital transformation. It is where people and devices meet, where users interact,
data is created, and where content and applications are shared. Today, with almost 500,000 devices added each hour, the
number and diversity of connections is driving complexity at the edge. This complexity is overwhelming networks, computing,
and IT staff resources - creating challenges with user experience, connectivity, and security.

Black Box's solutions and unique partnerships resolve these challenges. Leveraging communication, networking and
intelligent end-point technologies, Black Box engineers the right IT architecture to support engagement and processing at
the digital edge - and does it at scale. With extensive highly trained technicians in staging points across the world, Black Box
ensures its clients remain competitive whether they are upgrading a single location or hundreds of locations overnight.
Customers gain a highly personalized consistent user experience, mobile-first capacity, and built-in security - all with best-inclass service level agreements.

"With forty years of experience connecting people and devices, and more than fifteen years deploying at the digital edge,
we provide industry-specific end-to-end solutions across nine markets," states E.C. Sykes, President and CEO of Black Box.
"Our expertise, global deployment capabilities and highly-rated managed services, allows our customers to scale their digital
transformation in a way no other technology provider can. We are The Trusted Digital Partner."
Black Box has a strong track record of success deploying at the intelligent digital edge, including:
● Deploying location-enabled wireless in 2,000 stores at a home improvement chain to drive new customer shopping
experiences, deploying up to 100 stores per night
● Designing a pervasive medical-grade mobile infrastructure to enable bedside medication verification at a children's
hospital—leading to compliance well above the industry norm

Customers who embrace the edge are empowering workplace productivity, creating more personalized experiences,
transforming processes and revealing new business models that increase revenues and disrupt entire industries. To learn
more about Black Box's intelligent digital edge solutions, visit www.BLACKBOX.COM/INTELLIGENT-DIGITAL-EDGE.

About Black Box:
Black Box (NASDAQ: BBOX) is The Trusted Digital Partner. With more than 40 years of experience connecting people and
devices, we are dedicated to helping clients embrace the intelligent edge and enable their digital transformation. Our award
winning products and service connect you with your customers, your team, and the world. Every day, our customers trust
us to design, deploy, and manage their digital needs including retail IoT solutions, healthcare, and mission-critical control
room infrastructures across commercial enterprise and governmental organizations. With a global presence of more than
3,400 team members we make digital transformation possible whether at one location or hundreds.
To learn more, visit the Black Box website at http://www.blackbox.com or follow us on Twitter @blackbox_ns.
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